Abstract. The effect of the ionosphere on the detectability, polarization, structure and decay of low frequency magnetospheric hydromagnetic waves has been a topic of interest for thirty years. There are two classes of signal behavior in the atmosphere and ionosphere, one Where the ionosphere has little effect and one where the ionospheric conductivity controls the reflection, the amplitude detected on the ground and rate of signal decay. It has been assumed that the latter type of behavior is pertinent in most practical applications. Recent interest in global modes of the magnetospheric cavity requires a reassessment of the assumption. We investigate one simple case, the hydromagnetic surface wave, and discuss what happens in more complicated modes. We conclude that signals in the vicinity of field line resonance will be strongly coupled to the local ionosphere but far away will not.
Introduction
The reflection of a hydromagnetic wave at a conducting boundary is commonly thought to be well understood. Here we contend that the problem needs reassessment particularly in the light of the new interest in global magnetospheric modes as a source of large scale geomagnetic PUlsations. We explicitly illustrate some of the difficulties with a simple model.
In derivations of models of the magnetospheric hydromagnetic wave spectrum, a hydromagnetic reflection condition is used to set the ionospheric boundary condition. 
Hydromagnetic Wave Reflection
In a cold uniform plasma there are two wave modes which propagate, the fast mode and the transverse mode. Because the signal in the atmosphere from a transverse mode is proportional to the Hall current, the magnetic signal on the ground is rotated through 90o with respect to the magnetic field of the transverse mode in the magnetosphere. For a fast mode wave, the ionosphere has no effect and thus the magnetic field at the ground is aligned in the same sense as the horizontal component of the magnetospheric wave field.
Previous Work
The two separate classes of behavior identified in this paper have been identified before. In the first work on the topic, Dungey The use of the correct boundary conditions has minor implications for the energy deposition from the wave. If the only source of dissipation is in the ionosphere, energy may leave the system only through that part of the boundary where less than perfect ionospheric reflection occurs, i.e. in region II, and it follows that the energy dissipation in the wave is more localized than in previous predictions. However, as the dissipative condition holds good in the region where field line resonance occurs and the surface wave itself damps by feeding energy into the resonance location, the bulk of the energy deposition would be there in any case.
In magnetospheric applications, the thin transition region is identified as the plasmapause [Chen and Hasegawa, 1974b] , and has an ionospheric footprint highly localized in latitude. The region where the transverse mode signal is dominant is thin and the signal associated with it may not be easily detected on the ground [see Hughes and Southwood, 1976] . Outside the transition region the magnetospheric signal is in the fast mode (but evanescent); the ionosphere has little effect on the signal and the magnetic signal recorded at the ground is similar to that recorded just above the ionosphere in the magnetosphere.
Global Modes
For the hydromagnetic surface wave described in the previous section, the analysis of boundary conditions simplifies In the uniform case the critical distinction between boundary conditions (1) and (3) is dependent on the presence or absence of parallel current in the magnetospheric wave.
In the global mode, the field aligned current peaks strongly at the resonance but there is some field aligned current present everywhere. As we intend to show in more detail elsewhere, at any given location the global mode signal is a true mixture of fast and transverse modes. The component of the signal directly associated with field aligned currents and their horizontal closure currents peaks in amplitude at the field line resonance location and decays on either side. The residual component in which current flows entirely horizontally is largest far from the resonance. Although both boundary conditions need to be applied to different parts of the signal at each point, near resonance the part obeying the "Alfven wave" reflection condition, equation (1), is dominant. Far away, the other part dominates and condition (2) needs to be used.
There are various physical consequences of the results described here. Condition (1) is a dissipative boundary condition; condition (2) is not. Thus, our results suggest that energy deposition is even more effectively confined to the resonance region than hitherto believed.
Predicting the polarization seen on the ground is also subtle. ,Near resonance the ionospheric currents strongly modify the polarization between magnetosphere and ground. Hall currents flowing perpendicular to the dissipative Pedersen currents set up a magnetic perturbation below the ionosphere at fight angles to the magnetospheric magnetic perturbation. Away from resonance, the signal is predominantly in the fast mode and the magnetospheric signal penetrates to the ground. Thus, polarization rotation becomes less and less important as one moves away from the resonance.
For a qualitative description, one may be guided by the fact that the magnetic signal on the ground always is oriented such that the vertical current in the atmosphere is small or, equivalently, that the horizontal signal is always magnetostatic and derivable from a potential. Near resonance that potential is proportional to the Hall conductivity of the local ionosphere; far away where the magnetospheric signal can come through to the ground, it is not. This point was made also by Hughes [1974] who remarked that the wave polarization seen on the ground is independent of the polarization of the magnetospheric fields.
Here we have limited the discussion to a vertical field geometry but the arguments also apply if the background field is inclined. We expect to treat the extension of our arguments to the inclined field and to consider the problems raised in this paper in a more mathematically detailed manner in a subsequent study.
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